
 

 

 

Abstract— Humans use color not only to interpret or distinguish 

objects but also to identifying interest regions  for analysis. One of 
the most well known methods for colorization is Pseudo-coloring; 

this  is a method designed to assign arbitrary colors to grey levels 
by a fixed mapping.  For applying a Pseudo-coloring technique that 
starts from a color image, a method for  converting initial colors to 
grey tones is needed for assisting the conversion process and the 
conversion need to represent the appearances of the real color from 
digital images when the conversion finishes. There are many 
conversions these days but some of those conversions could not 
present the real color information from images. To avoid this, 

before beginning Pseudo-coloring, we must p inpoint which  
method is best used for grey transformation. The comparison 
result then will lead us to implement it to pseudo-color 
techniques. Here, we report about the results of comparative 
experiments on color to grey transformations, favoring the YPQ color 
space. 

 

Keywords—Color Conversions, color mapping, pseudo-color, 

voting. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N our life, vision and actions are influenced by geometry and 

color information. The assessment of color information also 

plays important role in object identification [2]. For example, 

we usually search for a known book not only based on the title 
but also we try to remember the color of the cover and then try 

to match it with our memory. This leads color into one of the 

most helpful tools for identification [2]. In this research, we 

will discuss the application of several schemes that can give 

enhancement effects and approach better design. 

 The use of color for human interpretation not only to 

improve the number of objects that can be distinguished but 

also color adds vivacity to images decreases boredom and 

improves the attention. Pseudo-coloring of gray scale images is 

a technique used to improve the detection of weak features, 

structures, and patterns in an image by providing image details 
that otherwise would not be noticed [1]. Before getting into 

pseudo-coloring, we need to find out which is the best method 

to use for grey transformation. 

 We believe that the best way to decide whether a method is 

good enough or not is based on what human visual can perceive 

well. Therefore, in this paper we present a study on comparing 

four famous methods of color to grey transformation. 
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 This article is organized as follows: Section II will provide 

some background of color palette and color lookup table. 

Section III presents the comparison and evaluation of color to 

grey transformation and will briefly present the comparison 

result. On Section IV will give an extension topic of how a 

pseudo-color technique works. At the end, there will be short 

conclusion and discussion of future design of color to grey 

transformation and pseudo-color. 

II. COLOR PALETTE AND LUT (COLOR LOOKUP TABLE) 

A. Color Palette 

 The RGB color space is the most applied computer 

representation of color image because all visible color can be 

represented by linear combination of three vectors (stands for 

each RGB value) [2]. 
RGB color space turned into an arrangement of a limited 

system colors that can be chosen and expressed as a palette. In 

the image processing system, the cost of high memory become 

a problem because full color display will make many 

applications cannot work very well. This happen because 

common color resolution for high quality images is 24 bits for 

each Red, Green, Blue channels, or 256 = 16777216 colors [4]. 

We can solve the problem by using 8bit image and display at 

most 256 distinct colors at a time. Then the best thing to do is to 

make few color combination, called palette and distribute 

(map) the rest of the colors. 
 Palette as a solution can be used to display with reasonable 

accuracy any kind of image. This is done by selecting particular 

colors that contains RGB color space in small way, which 

means limiting the levels that the red, green, and blue have. 

Assigning more levels for the green components can do the 

limiting arrangement and less to blue components, this because 

normal human eyes has sensibility to RGB color, more 

sensitive to green compare to blue. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Color palette contains five colors. 

A.  Color Lookup Table 

 As explained before, for full color display of RGB will have 

a memory problem but we can generate it by using eight bits of 

each RGB color (total 24 bits). Color LookUp Table contains 

this calculation. When a display needs to process a standard 

calculation, we can improve the performance by having it look 

up and LUT value instead of calculate it one by one. 
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Fig. 2 RGB vectors for LUT 

The time save calculation can be well explained below; 

1) From the picture above, we have three axes belongs to 

Red, Green and Blue. Lets say the intersect point is the 

center where the values are (0,0,0) for each R,G,B and call 

it P1. 

2) Imagine the point moves along G line without stepping 
into R and B territory. After taking five steps, the point 

will arrive in P2 means the R,G,B value will be 0,5,0. 

3) From P2 position, then move the point five steps upwards 

then we will get five for each color blue and green value. 

Here, the value changes in two-dimensional way and this 

changes two values at the same time. 

4) Now move the P3 to R territory and this move will get three 

dimension values that include red. Moving the value in 

three-dimensional is the way where the time safe 

calculation stands for. This because the point moves once 

but all three values will change. 
 

 Shortly, Color LookUp Table is a way to transform a range of 

input colors into another range of colors by simply present it as 
a table of cross-link index numbers of RGB that commonly 

used to determine the colors and intensity of a particular image. 

A common example would be a palette of 256 colors that is the 

addressed by 8-bit pixel value. 

 
Fig. 3 RGB color LUT cube. 

 

 Since LUT provide color reproduction from RGB, the user's 

manipulation and color adjustments will come with some 

parameters such as brightness, chroma, and hue, which is 

important in order to get into the pseudo-coloring technique. 

III. COLOR TO GREY TRANSFORMATION 

 In this section, we will first introduce what digital image and 
pixel is, and then explains about color to grey transformation 

process. We will also talk about a small experiment of 

comparing color to grey transformation methods and last is to 

explain about the comparison for each method. 

 A digital image is made up of picture elements called pixel. 

Most of digital image contains 24 bits of RGB system to color 

each pixel. Which means each pixel contains 256 color 

graduation of red, green and blue. For example the color cyan is 

0 Red, 255 Green and 255 Blue. The dimensions of a digital 

photo are expressed in terms of pixel array (matrix of M 

columns x N rows) and defined as coordinate x and y. The 

coordinate system of image matrices defines x as increasing 
from left to right and y as increasing from top to bottom [3]. For 

example an image contains 800x600 pixels or 1520x1280 

pixels where the first number counts the pixel from x (width) of 

the image and the second number counts the pixel from y 

(height) of the image. 

 Beside of RGB value, each pixel also contains another 

important parameters, intensity, are needed to truly define an 

image [5].  The image will have various shades of grey when 

the intensity is the same. The intensity range goes from black to 

white. While in color image, the intensity will have various 

ranges of colors from darkest to lightest of red, green and blue. 

When these color intensities combine each other, then it will 
produce color image. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Independent channels with its grey-scale equivalences. 

 

 The basic form of grey-scale image is the RGB scale is 

calibrated so that the red, green, blue values are equal that has 
no direction to any hue, means its only contains intensity. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Red, green and blue value in 3D histogram. 

 

 The grey picture is needed in this research in order to get into 

pseudo-color technique when we start from digital image. 

A. Grey Scale Conversion Methods 

 Despite many request for grey-scale conversion, in this 
section we will give a brief explanation about four gray scale 

conversion methods and later show the implementation result. 

 Basically grey-scale algorithms utilize three main steps: 

1) Read and get the r, g and b values from pixels contains in 

the image. 

2) Use method formula to turn the r, g and b values into single 

intensity value. 
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3) Read back the pixels in order to put the intensity value. 

When the r, g, b resulting same values for each pixel, then 

the conversion succeed. 

 

 The basic problem of grey-scale transformation is to recreate 

the original color include contrast and features [6]. 
1) Average = (R + G + B) / 3. 

Average is the most common color to grey-scale method in 

image processing because it simply averaging the r, g and b 

values on each pixel [2]. 

2) Lightness = (max(R,G,B) + min(R,G,B)) / 2. 

This method averages the highest (maximum) and lowest 

(minimum) of r, g, and b values in the pixels. For example 

we are searching for maximum values of the whole pixels 

and pixel (1) is r, g, b (0,0,150) while pixel (2) is r, g, b 

(0,0,10) then the calculation will set pixel (1) to 150 and 

pixel (2) to 10. This is because this method only cares 

about which color is highest or lowest without considering 
which channel it comes from [2]. 

3) Lumino/Luminance = 0.2126R + 0.7152G + 0.0722B. 

The luminosity method averages the hman perception 

value. Humans perceive green more strongly than red, and 

red more strongly than blue, therefore green is weighted 

heavily compare to red and blue.  

4) RGB color space converted to YPQ color space. 

YPQ color space was introduced in [7] to convert color to 

gray scale image by fusing the information from the 

luminance and chrominance channels. RGB color space 

can be converted into YPQ color space using (1):  

[
 
 
 
]  [

                  
                   
                   

] [
 
 
 
]   (1) 

With Y represent luminance channel, P for yellow-blue 

and Q for red-green [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Grey Images of four methods (a)Average, (b)Lightness, 

(c)Lumino and (d) YPQ 

B. Comparison of Grey Scale Conversion Methods 

 In image processing, to be able to work on grey scale image 

can will give less effort because it simplifies any algorithm 

and computational. Deciding which color conversion is the 

best can be done by really compare few different gray-scale 

methods, here we are comparing four methods then these 

methods are tested by doing a small experiment on surveying 

palette cards to 39 subjects, based on what grey images they 

think is the best that presents the palette cards. 
1) For the initial experiment, we prepared 3 palette cards; the 

first palette card contained 5 different colors, the second 

palette card contained 2 colors and the third palette card 

contained only 1 color. 

2) Each of these palette card have corresponding 4 cards with 

the result according to the four color to grey conversion 

methods described above. 

3) The subject then will be asked to choose the palette card 
from one color, two colors then last is five colors. 

4) Subjects will rank the cards based on which grey cards that 

presents their opinion of colors in palette card from most 

fitting to least fitting. As seen in Fig. (3), the grey cards 

have code number on the left up; each number represent 

1:Average, 2:Lightness, 3:Lumino and 4:YPQ. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Palette cards with its conversion cards. 

 

 Clearly there are lots of issues to consider on calculating the 

result of the questionnaire. There may not be one method can 

decide to be the best, but we can make an approach using voting 

method that mostly used to calculate candidate's debate and 

election from social-political area [8]. Below is the explanation 

of three well known voting methods. 

1) Winner Method 

This is the easiest voting method where we calculate only 
on how many people chooses the particular method. 

2) Borda Count 

Borda count is also called single-winner voting method 

where the subject will rank the options by numbering the 

options to the position in the ranking based on rule below: 

If N is the number of candidates then, 

Each 1st-place is worth N points. 

Each 2nd-place is worth N-1 points. 

Each third-place rank is worth N-2 points. 

... 

Each Nth-place (last-place) rank is worth 1 point. 
Because we have four color to grey conversion methods 

then this will lead us to determine 4 point for winner, 3 for 

the second, 2 for the third and 1 for least preferred method. 

3) Copeland Method 

Copeland method is one of the Condorcet method in which 

the winner is determined by finding the candidates with the 

most pairwise winning [10]. 
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 The calculation then started from 1 color palette card until the 

values for 2 colors palette card and 5 colors palette card. Table 

1 will show the result of whole comparison of those three 

voting methods. As results, 39 users elected YPQ method as the 

best conversion technique, which means this color space would 

be the best choice to be used for Pseudo-color technique. 
 

TABLE I 

VOTING RESULT FOR COLOR TO GREY CONVERSION METHODS 

One Color 

Winner Method 4 > 3 > 2 > 1 (14 : 12 : 7 : 6) 

Borda Count Method 4 > 3 > 1 > 2 (108 : 102 : 93 : 

91) 
Copeland Method 4 > 3 > 2 > 1 > 2 (7 : 5 : 2 : 4) 

Two Colors 

Winner Method 3 > 1 > 2 > 4 (14 : 11 : 10 : 4) 

Borda Count Method 4 > 1 > 3 > 2 (106 : 101 : 100 : 

89) 

Copeland Method 4 > 3 = 1 > 2 (6 : 5 : 5 : 2) 

Five Colors 

Winner Method 4 = 2 = 1 > 3 (10 : 10 : 10 : 9) 

Borda Count Method 4 > 1 > 3 > 2 (109 : 108 : 94 : 

80) 

Copeland Method 1 > 4 > 3 > 2  (7 : 6 : 5 : 0) 
 

IV. PSEUDO-COLOR TECHNIQUE 

 Pseudo-color processing is a technique that maps each of the 

grey levels of a black and white image into an assigned color. 

This colored image, when displayed, can make the 

identification of certain features easier for the observer. The 

mappings are computationally simple and fast. This makes 

pseudo-color an attractive technique for use on digital image 

processing systems that are designed for interactive mode [9]. 

 The intensity value on grey image can be described with LUT 

that gives the value from 0 to 255 for red, green and blue. To 
find out the fracture and main object in an image, the particular 

amount of colors will replace the grey/intensity values. At the 

end, each color in pseudo-color stands for intensity differences 

that grey image has. 

 Overall, the system of pseudo-color can be described as 

below 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 8 Pseudo-color process. "T" shows steps where a color to grey 

conversion is needed. 

A. Histogram of Image Intensity 

 Pixels on image can be represented as an array. The 

grey-scale image will have same intensity values from 0 (black) 

to 255 (white) and the values between are various shades of 

grey. Basically image contains red, green and blue value. For 

color image, these values are different but for grey image red, 
green and blue will be the same. 

 As in Fig.5 we can see that color image can be well described 

in 3D histogram where each vector belongs to one color. In 

grey image, we are focusing on the histogram that represents 

the number of pixels on the y-axis and the 256 different possible 

intensities on the x-axis Fig.9. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Histogram shows the range of intensity. 

 

B. Segmentation and Threshold 

 In order to be able to map the color palette into a grey image, 

we need to classify range of intensity into five highest ranges 

(because five colors in a palette). Performing clustering-based 

threshold or Segmentation can do this job. Segmentation is a 

technique that separates the main object on the image with its 

background. This helps us to find the region and other 

properties that won’t be necessary. This technique also helps on 

identify contours by identifying differences between regions 

(edges) [11]. 

 Threshold is a necessity when we want to segment some 
regions. As explained before, in a grey image pixels will give 

the intensity information that can be used to separate dark and 

light regions. Threshold will separate the image and turn all the 

pixels into two parts. All pixels below threshold value will 

become 0 and above threshold will become 1. 

 Let’s say g(x,y) is a threshold regions of f(x,y) at threshold T, 

 

| |  {
               
              

                           (2) 

 

 Here we will be using Otsu's threshold [12], which is the 

threshold where it minimizes the within-class variance of black 

and white of the thresholded regions. 

 The within-class variance is the sum of the variances of each 

cluster. 

 

  
              

             
         (3) 

 

 Where the class probability w0,1 is computed from L 

histogram with [0, L-1] is the range of intensity level.    
     is 

the variance of the pixels in the background (below threshold) 

and   
     is the variance of the pixels in the foreground (above 

threshold), the full explanation can be seen in [12]. 
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Fig. 10 Otsu’s threshold with its threshold value. 

 

 In pseudo-coloring, we need to assign arbitrary colors to the 

grey levels of a grey image. If too many colors are present in the 

image, it might confuse the observer. Here we are going to use a 

palette of five base colors.  

 The RGB value of each color will be used to a create Color 

Lookup Table. This Color Lookup Table transforms a range of 
input colors (5 colors) into another range of RGB colors (256 

different combinations) by doing color interpolation.  

 Interpolation is a technique to fill a gap between two numbers 

[13]. In this topic we are talking about gap between two colors. 

A smooth transition between two colors can be created by 

linearly interpolating the color coordinates. Interpolating 

between colors a and b can be written as 

 

                                              (4)  

 

Where C is color interpolation, a is the starting point/first 

color, b is the ending point/last color and t is between [0,1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 Pseudo-color technique 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research, we are focusing on Pseudo-color coding 

that specializes in grey images. The color to grey conversion is 

needed to be able to do pseudo-color. We presented the 
experimental study of comparing the suitable color-to-grey 

conversion method. It should be noted that the result of this 

study was based on subjective impressions and was calculated 

using voting calculation method. The result of this subjective 

impression calculation can be used for further work on 

Pseudo-color. 

Another aim of this research is to show the process on making 

color reveal the real information of an image, pseudo-coloring 

will provide additional enhancements and produce an effective 

visualization for the human. 
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